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Introduction; 

This report contains the general of activities that were reached on in the month of October, 2022 

and these include; 

Projects Assessment   

In order to ascertain the impact of the organization to the community, we were able to visit a 

number of our beneficiary groups in the communities of Bukiende Sub County and here are some 

of the observable progress;  

As noted earlier in the previous reports, our beneficiary members are engage in a number of 

beneficial activities and these included but not limited; charcoal burning and selling, retail shops, 

small saloons, poultry keeping, piggery, tailoring, produce, bricklaying, fish mongering, local 

brews, fresh vegetables, ripe bananas, horticulture and among others and there’s observable steady 

progress among the community beneficiaries.   

Wakhasa Jalia from Nabikhoso “A” Wele niye unyala byosi development group in Bumaena parish 

is dealing in bricklaying has improved her house by plastering the wall and fitting in metallic 



windows and doors and she attributes her achievement to our organization’s loan. Nakami Salika 

from the same group has bought iron sheets with the profits made from PAUTHO loans with 

intentions of setting up a permanent house.  

The organization is answering the problem of unemployment gap among the communities since 

the beneficiaries are being empowered financially and are they engaged in daily income generating 

activities.  

There is also financial independence among the vulnerable mothers in the community. Most of 

them no longer depend on anybody since they are earning some profits from their projects on daily 

basis.  

There is social networking and social responsibilities among the beneficial groups. Most members 

come together and share ideas in line with their projects. Do savings and micro credits together.     

In the month of October, we extended our mobilization and sensitization to more vulnerable 

women in the communities of Nyondo sub-county and Nabumali Town Council and they highly 

welcomed our training. We already have two groups from Nabumali Town Council happily 

working with us.     

Loan recoveries   

With great pleasure we would like to report that amidst the hard economy in the country, our 

beneficiaries are co-operating by remitting their soft loans though some are not remitting in as 

expected. Were we also able to recover some good amount of money from Kwaya group and that´s 

one of our achievements this month.   

Loan disbursement  

In month of October 2022, we assessed and disbursed some amount of money to the individuals 

(Kwa Moyo staff) and some groups like Nabikhoso “A” Wele niye unyala byosi development 

group, Bushangi traders group, Shikoye women group, Shaala Sikhana and Savings group and 

among others. 

 



Conclusion Grateful we are to our noble team for their continuous support rendered towards the 

organization in order to meet its set objectives of improving the wellbeing of vulnerable women 

in the communities.  
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